
Ask Dr. Gamer

Welcome to Ask Dr. Gamer, where fans write in and ask nerdy gaming questions such as “How fast 
would Sonic run if he were a real hedgehog?” and “How far does Mario have to run before burning off 
a bowl of pasta?”.

@Bjareske writes: Dear Dr. Gamer, how much would it cost to build a functional, living Megaman? 

That's a very good questions, Bjareske!  @Nintendo_Legend thought the answer was over 9,000, and 
that's why he's sitting in the corner right now with a dunce cap on.

Let's consider some of the things that Megaman can do.  We know Megaman has artificial intelligence, 
artificial skin, biomechanical enhancements, and the ability to absorb new abilities from the other robot
masters.  All of these things are currently a reality or becoming a reality except for the absorption 
ability, so let's consider that one.

It might be possible for Megaman to absorb new abilities from the robot masters if a swarm of 
nanobots were able to enter the robot master, deconstruct the ability, and communicate with each other 
via an AI wireless network, and then rapidly reverse engineer the ability and store the programming 



into Megaman's computer.  

Since this type of research isn't being conducted (publicly) yet, I am going to say that it would cost 
upwards of 9 gajillion.

Thanks for the question, Bjareske, and the Sorority House wants you to stay away as per the restraining
order.

@PaulJTra writes:  Doctor Gamer, how many mushrooms has Mario consumed in his life?

An excellent question, PaulJTra!  

Let's be conservative and consider Super Mario Bros.  Let's say there's an average of one super 
mushroom and one 1-up mushroom per stage, and 4 stages per world, and 8 worlds per game.  That's 
64 mushrooms for the entire game (assuming Mario gets them all).  

Assuming Mario is eating mushrooms free of poison and psilocybin (the drug that causes psychedelic 
effects), if Mario were eating too many mushrooms, he would likely be suffering from iron overload, 
hyperphosphatemia, zinc toxicity, and blockage/absorption problems due to ingesting too much fiber.

Since Mario doesn't seem to exhibit any of the symptoms of these conditions, I would say he's eating 
just the right amount of mushrooms.  But since the numbers disagree with that, I am going to conclude 
that Mario has a unique digestive system, capable of benefiting from the negative effects of too many 
mushrooms.  Further research is clearly needed.

Thanks again for the question, PaulJTra, and stay away from that graveyard.

@Robot_Ninjutsu asks: Where can I get my own Metal Slug, Dr. G.?



Dear, Robot_Ninjutsu, this is quite an interesting question!  Since the U.S. Military currently has the 
ability to replicate most of the technology of the SV-001, your best bet in obtaining one would be at a 
military trade show in the not-to-distant future.

However, this business of jumping complicates things.  The force required to launch the Metal Slug 
isn't too farfetched (simple rocketry would do the trick), but keeping the Slug in tact as it returns to the 
ground would require a suspension system far beyond modern technology.  

Such a suspension system would have to absorb the potential energy of the weight of the Metal Slug at 
it's maximum height, without any significant effects to the tank or its occupants.   Perhaps some type of
pillowy material that is capable of absorption of such forces without significant rebound?

At any rate, despite the fact that it was an excellent question, you won't be acquiring a Metal Slug any 
time soon, Robo_Ninjutsu, because you're a bad girl, and you know why.

@LoneWolfDon writes:  Dr. Gamer, why does Princess Peach keep getting kidnapped? Why does 
Mario keep trying to rescue her? What does she give Mario as a reward? 



Dear LoneWolfDon, Princess Peach keeps getting kidnapped because she wants to.  She has a 
subconscious need to be the damsel in distress.  It's called self-fulfilling prophecy, and it's the same 
reason Gilligan always ruined the castaways' chances of getting of the island.

The reason Mario continues to rescue Peach is because he suffers from a condition that afflicts many 
men, known as P-whipped, not to be confused with P-wing.  

As far as my data shows, the best Mario has ever received as a reward for rescuing Peach is a kiss on 
the cheek (refer to the last sentence).

Good questions, LoneWolfDon, and call your mom once in a while.

@BlaqCrimson01 asks:  Dear Doctor G., How does Kirby swallow a load of things without having 
indigestion? 



Wonderful question, BlaqCrimson01!  The reason Kirby can swallow an almost unlimited mass and 
retain his size is actually quite simple: his stomach is a black hole, a phenomenon that tends to occur 
only in round/spherical beings, and which I first observed in the Pac-Man family.

Kirby ingests massive objects into his black hole stomach which instantly converts them into energy.  
Sometimes this energy takes the form of a hammer; sometimes this energy takes the form of a UFO.  

At any rate, don't think for a second that the Law of Conservation of Mass/Energy is being broken with 
Kirby...he was one of my greatest pupils.

Good question, BlaqCrimson0, and the other senior citizens and I look forward to seeing you at 
BINGO at church this Saturday night.



@GameChangerDOC writes: Dr. Gamer, How does Jack Cayman power the chainsaw arm without 
causing damage to himself? 

Wonderful question, GameChangerDOC!  It's actually quite simple!  Jack lost his arm early on when 
Mad World was only auditioning for their pilot episode.  The producers knew he was too much of a 
badass to let go, so they replaced his arm with biomechanical technology; only instead of a hand, they 
gave him a chainsaw.  He manages to put it to great use on the Mad World show, as they knew he 
would.

Thanks for the question, and your illegitimate children say they miss you.

That's all for this time on Ask Dr. Gamer!  See you next time, and stay out of trouble!
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